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David and Goliath
Well that’s exactly how this battle has felt for the Bernard Neighbourhood
Coalition (BNC) vs Burnac and the development at 287 Davenport.
Unfortunately, the story didn’t turn out so well this time: In the battle of right vs
might, it was might that won at OLT (the Ontario Land Tribunal). You can read all
about it in the 62-page decision that caught us off guard, flying from the
tribunal offices in an uncharacteristically short six weeks, but at a speed in
keeping with the way this project has been raced through the tribunal process
from the outset. 

Our Weapons

BNC did all it could. It assembled a powerful team of professionals – a lawyer,
planner, and urban designer – all experienced in this game and with proven
records of success. In partnership with ARC (the corporate arm of the ARA), the
team resolutely pressed our position that the height and massing and transition
were unacceptable. In particular, the proposed conversion of two-thirds of the
site from “neighbourhood” to “mixed use” zoning was proven completely
contrary to the City’s Official Plan.

But Burnac was intransigent, taking the application to the OLT and not giving an
inch in the day of mediation held prior to the hearing itself. Our team had even
prepared an alternate design that would allow the site to be intensified while still
respecting the neighbourhood. But compromise was not in the cards.
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As one neighbour suggested in a community meeting, the arrival of the
Burnac building at 287 Davenport will be like having a giant cruise ship
moored in our back yard.

Post Game Analysis

So why did our side lose? Certainly we felt lonely in the battle, the City providing
only one witness, and a junior one at that. But most important, the decision
completely ignored our submissions and instead viewed the application through
a lens that supports intensification above all else. 

In that, we were unfortunate in the selection of our principal Tribunal member,
Bryan Tuckey. Mr. Tuckey was appointed to LPAT by the government in February
2020. He is the former CEO of the Building Industry and Land Development
Association (BILD), a major advocacy group for developers that lobbies the
Province heavily.

This decision illustrates the failings of the current land-use planning regime,
though we cannot forget our triumph in the fight against the proposal for 64
Prince Arthur. That said, only a sea change in government policy will offer any
significant relief from this exasperating process.

Pick Yourself Up, Dust Yourself Off…

So we must carry on, regardless, as many critically important development
applications loom ahead in the Annex. Our Planning and Development
Committee is committed to engaging positively with each and every one of the
developers involved. The aim, as always, will be to produce results that are
compatible with the relevant context.
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But before looking to the future we’ll take a pause to thank the many
neighbours who generously engaged, volunteered, and contributed financially
to mounting the defence against 287 Davenport. It took a great deal of time and
an equally significant amount of money – not to speak of gumption and
fortitude – to carry on the fight to the end. So for their efforts we are profoundly
thankful.

Frankly, without BNC and all who stood behind it, there would have been no
meaningful opposition at all to this project. And what an open invitation that
would have been for every developer to blithely ignore the rightful concerns of
neighbourhoods they intend to invade.

 

The precedent of the successful application for the “Vertical Forest” (or
“Jungle,” as you prefer) on the opposite side of Davenport also influenced
the Tribunal’s decision.

 

Flattered? Gobsmacked? Bemused?
Most of us are familiar with the City-led initiatives ActiveTO and CafeTO, so we
were intrigued to learn of the launch on September 14 of StrollTO. The press
release comes with some peppy quotes. From Mayor John Tory, the program is
designed: to encourage Torontonians to reconnect with their communities, local
businesses, and neighbours. And from Deputy Mayor Michael Thompson: Each
itinerary highlights the unique character of its featured neighbourhood, leading
you to rediscover old favourites and uncover new gems.
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Motivated by natural self-interest we went immediately to the section on the
Annex. What a shock! Just read the opening lines and you know there’s trouble:
Bound by Bloor, Christie and Yonge streets as well as the railway tracks to the
north, The Annex neighbourhood is larger than most realize and has so much to
offer! (our bf -Ed.)

Well they got the north-south boundaries right – but expanded our east-west
Annex borders to an extent worthy of the most ambitious real estate agent.
We’re sure that residents of Yorkville and Seaton Village would have much to say
about this appropriation of their territory, particularly since 10 of the 15 featured
sites properly belong to their communities. And the 5 venues that we can rightly
lay claim to are not necessarily those that first come to mind when thinking of
the Annex. But then, that does seem to be the point.

We’ll leave you to check the site out on your own if you’re curious. But if you do
so, don’t ignore the bottom left disclaimer that asks you to "share a point of
interest" by emailing StrollTO@toronto.ca. Shall we inundate them with
responses? Or do we just sit smugly by and subsume our neighbours? After all,
the Mayor and Deputy Mayor have given the Stroll their imprimatur.

 

Did you know (we certainly didn't!) that Paul Aloisi’s mural under the rail
bridge at Dupont and Davenport was interactive courtesy of a phone
number purportedly available at the site? (Note: we couldn't find the
number ourselves...)
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Notes & Queries
Our Readers Came Through!

You did it. You did it! Did you hear the cartwheels of joy last weekend when the
final $220 donation rolled in to top up our fund-raising drive to raise $5,500 for
this year’s Tree Survey?? Terri Chu, chair of our Environment Committee, heaved
a great sigh of relief when she heard the news. “OMG. That’s great. So good to
know the dollars are all there ready for us. So awesome to have the money part
of this stress out of the way.” Because of course now she’s got to organize this
multi-year survey while juggling a host of other responsibilities. But how
wonderful it is for all ARA volunteers to know that our efforts are so soundly
appreciated and supported. Huge thanks to the scores of readers who donated.
You made our day!

This magnificent copper beech in Taddle Creek Park occupies a space
between what were once the sites of the homes of Sir Frederick Banting
(the co-discoverer of insulin) and Beatrice Worsley (who co-wrote software
for the world’s first commercially-available computer).

 

A Few More Hours . . .



Interest has been high in the West Annex Heritage Project community meeting
being held tomorrow night (Thursday September 23). More than 100
participants have already signed up to hear the presentation and pose
questions. The meeting will begin at 7:00 pm sharp when Josh Fullan, our
facilitator from Maximum City, will open Zoom’s virtual door and let the crowd
flood in. You have until 4:00 pm tomorrow to register on our website and receive
the Zoom link. Looking forward to seeing you there!

Learn the Verdict on Parking Standards

We gave you a heads up in the August 4th newsletter regarding the City’s
investigation of parking standards for new development. That’s when they urged
you to have your say. But now’s the time for you to hear the verdict as City staff
present a draft of proposed changes to the parking regulations. There are three
public meetings on offer. Register for the one that best fits your schedule:

Monday Sept 27:  3:00 to 5:00

Tuesday Sept 28:  7:00 to 9:00 pm

Wednesday Sept 29: 1:00 to 2:00
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Of Frats and Legislation

The recently deferred discussion regarding the legislation of frat houses under
Toronto’s municipal by-laws has led to a flurry of PR on their behalf. Our Chair,
Rita Bilerman, was featured last week in Post City’s article on the issue.
Impressively armed with statistics and anecdotes, she deftly tempered recent
fraternal overtures with a dose of reality. As she pointed out, between 2016-
2018 there were 166 nonviolent complaints, and between 2014-2018, police
responded to 78 occurrences of theft, sexual assault, and assault at Annex frat
houses. Most troubling, in November 2019, three people were stabbed at a local
frat party, and there have been two deaths in recent years. The case for leaving
frats unregulated is not so easily made.

Secondhand Sunday

We don’t know about you, but truly, it always seems to be Secondhand Sunday
in the ‘hood. There’s barely a day goes by when someone ambling along our
streets doesn’t run across a chair, a toy, a kitchen essential, a book deemed no
longer of use in one household but potentially perfect for another. So observing
Toronto’s Secondhand Sunday this September 26 might seem redundant.
Nevertheless, it’s officially a go and your chance to share any unwanted, reusable
items by placing them outside your front door. And who knows, you might just
find a gem for yourself if you’re out for a stroll that day.

Speaking of Front Doors…

Our neighbours in Harbord Village sent us a note wondering whether some of
us in the Annex might be interested in the Porch Placemaking event running
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from September 27th to October 3rd. Apparently it’s a global initiative that
encourages “people to activate their front porch (or balcony, street, front yard,
garage or laneway) to create socially connected neighbourhoods as a response
to the pandemic.”  As the website says, this is an entirely self-organized event. It
has the feel of a chain letter on an international scale. But what’s not to love
about creating a sense of community and letting the rest of the world know
we’re here? Could be fun. So if you’re interested, connect with Paula Gallo for
more guidance.

 

 

 

 

 

The Annex Residents' Association is a volunteer organization of residents committed to
improving and preserving the distinctive character of our neighbourhood. Our strength

depends on our base of support in a well-informed community.

This email was sent to gillianbartlettara@gmail.com. To stop receiving emails, click here to
unsubscribe.

The Annex Residents' Association
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